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House Passes SECURE Act 2.0

Employment Eligibility
Verification (Form I-9)
Changes Proposed
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There will be fundamental changes to retirement legislation if the Senate passes
the SECURE Act 2.0, which the House of Representatives overwhelmingly passed
by a vote of 414 to 5 in March.

his bill expands on the
Setting Every Community Up for Retirement
Enhancement (SECURE)
Act, which also had bipartisan
support when former President Donald Trump signed it
into law in December 2019.
The bill is now in the Senate,
where lawmakers are expected
to attempt to incorporate provisions from other House and
Senate bills.
In its current form, the new
bill proposes a slew of changes
meant to help Americans save
more for their retirement. Some
of the key provisions include:
continued on next page

n March 30, the Department
of Homeland Security published a series of proposed changes to the Employment Eligibility
Verification form (Form I-9) that
would significantly overhaul the
document’s structure.
The changes, which are designed to simplify the process and
clarify requirements, include:
• Reducing the first two sections to one page from the
current two to save on paper.
• Separating the third section
to stand alone and only be
accessible if necessary.
• Adding a link to C docucontinued on next page

Ukraine Crisis
Automatic Enrollment
According to SECURE Act 2.0, any company that institutes a new retirement plan
must automatically enroll any new employees as soon as they are eligible. Initially, the
employee’s pretax contribution would be 3%
of their paycheck, after which it would rise
every year by 1% to a minimum of 10% but
no greater than 15%.
Participants can choose a different contribution level or opt out altogether. The provisions would apply to any new 401(k) and
403(b) plans created after the legislation is
enacted. Exceptions apply, though, for small
businesses that have been operating for
under three years or that have 10 or fewer
employees, for church plans, and for government plans.
Increased Catch-Up Contributions
Starting in 2024, the SECURE Act 2.0 increases annual catch-up contributions to
$10,000, indexed for inflation, for those between 62 and 64. However, limits would remain the same for 50-year-old participants,
namely $6,500, indexed every year for inflation, up to a total contribution of $27,000.
Beginning in 2023, catch-up contributions
to all employer-sponsored plans must be paid
into Roth accounts, so taxes would have to be
paid now.
Delayed Mandatory Distributions
Currently, employer-sponsored defined
contribution plans and traditional individual
retirement accounts require participants to
start taking redundant minimum distribu-
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tions at age 72. The new bill would gradually
extend the age to 75 by 2033.
The Wall Street Journal points out that
though this provision could help those who
can afford to wait not to draw on their money, it might also lead them to pay higher taxes
as they would be withdrawing more money
every year due to the reduced time frame.
However, delaying these required minimum
distributions could incentivize more Roth
conversions after retirement but before the
distributions kick in.
Expanded Eligibility for
Part-Time Workers
The previous Secure Act provided longterm part-time workers with the opportunity to contribute to their employer’s 401(k)
plans. The new bill would reduce the time
frame from 3 to 2 years, so part-time workers
could start contributing sooner.
Student Loan Matching
The bill also enables companies to offer
employees matching retirement contributions when they make student loan payments. These matching contributions would
fund the employee’s 401(k) plan, 403(b) plan,
or SIMPLE IRA as they make their student
loan payments.
This could help the many Americans who
cannot save because of their monthly student
loan payments. This goal is articulated in the
Act itself: “The idea is that employees who
are overwhelmed with student debt may not
realistically be able to save for retirement,
and thus are missing out on available match-
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ments in the List of Acceptable Documents on the website of the US citizenship and immigration services.
Reducing the number of instructions
pages from 15 to seven to make them
easier to understand.
Adapting the form so it can be filled
out on any device.

The DHS also intends to change the N/A
rule, which required new hires to fill out all
fields, even optional ones. Optional fields can
now be left blank.
Employers are also advised that any extra information needed to fill out section 2
should be recorded in the additional information field, which must be initialed and dated.
The DHS has opened the floor to public comments regarding these proposed
changes. Notably, the agency has in the
past implemented many changes suggested by the public.
The proposed changes will go into
effect on October 31, when the current
form is due to expire.

ing contributions.” As a 2019 TIAA – MIT
AgeLab study points out, 26% of Americans
who aren’t currently saving for their retirement would like to, and this provision would
help them.
Other Provisions
Another interesting provision the bill puts
forward refers to creating an online database
continued on next page

Cost Reduction
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that would allow employees and retirees to
locate any retirement accounts that might
have been lost due to employers going out of
business or merging with other organizations.
The bill also implements a tax credit for
small businesses offering savings plans of
up to $1000 per worker. It would also expand self-correction opportunities, increase
awareness of the Retirement Savings Contributions Credit, and apply certain features of
401(k) plans to 403(b) plans.
What the SECURE Act 2.0 Doesn’t Address
While the SECURE Act 2.0 will undoubtedly improve the retirement system, it fails to
address two significant issues: Social Security
and limited retirement plan enrollment.
The Social Security trust fund is expected
to run out of money by 2033, according to a
2021 government report. This would lead to a
20% loss in benefits for retirees, which could
have disastrous effects on many Americans.
Unfortunately, the SECURE Act 2.0 doesn’t lay
out any provisions that would help fix this issue.
According to the Federal Reserve, approximately half of American households are not
contributing to any form of retirement plan.
While the secure 2.0 act would require automatic enrollment, it is only for newly instituted plans and not existing ones. Furthermore,
small businesses are exempt. In other words,
this provision is unlikely to significantly impact the current situation.

Pros and Cons of the
4-Day Workweek

M

any workers have cited the fourday workweek as a high-ly desirable employee benefit. A Qualtrics
survey conducted in January found that 92%
of people support the concept and believe it
would improve their productivity and mental health.
It isn’t a new idea, of course. It’s been
around awhile but it’s gaining in popularity, as evidenced by the existence of 4 Day
Week Global, a nonprofit associated with the
University of Oxford. The organization helps
companies implement and determine the effects of a four-day workweek.
In April they launched a significant trial of

the four-day workweek in the United States
and Canada. With over 38 companies participating, thousands of workers will experience
a four-day workweek from April to September.
According to 4 Day Week Global, companies that instituted a four-day workweek
found it 63% easier to recruit and retain talent, and their employees exhibited a 78%
happiness quotient.
The Benefits of the Four-Day
Workweek
Benefits of the four-day workweek include
reduced costs, happier employees, fewer
health issues among employees, higher productivity levels, and better talent recruitment
and retention.
Reduced costs for employees and employers. Employees would spend less on commut-

continued on next page

Preventative Care
ing, lunch, and other daily expenses. Employers would save by closing the office and not
incurring all the related operational costs one
day a week.
Happier employees. Most employees
would like to have more free time, which
could even lead to increased loyalty. It would
also reduce the risk of mental health issues
and improve overall well-being, which could
also lower healthcare costs.
More productive employees. Happy employees are less likely to distract their colleagues and focus more on their job. When
Microsoft Japan ran the four-day work week
trial, the company found employees were
40% more productive.
Better talent recruitment and retention.
Additionally, more and more people are looking for flexible work patterns, especially the
younger generation. Companies that offer
that offer four-day workweeks are more likely
to attract and retain talent, especially considering it is still a rare employee benefit.
The Disadvantages
One drawback is that it doesn’t work for
every business. Essentially, many companies
that implement the four-day workweek have
to overhaul the way they operate. In many
cases it may not be feasible.
In theory, the four-day workweek would
mean working just 32 hours a week. However, many employers would still expect 40
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hours of work per week, except now they
would expect it in four days rather than five.
While employees say they’re willing to
work longer hours to get an extra day off,
working 10 hours a day could significantly increase stress levels and harm their well-being
and productivity.
Another issue is that employees who work
only four days a week are likely to be less engaged than those working five days a week.
According to a Gallup poll, workers who compress 40 hours of work into four days are 5
percent less engaged. This is something to
consider, especially for companies looking at
the four-day work week as a solution to the
problem of an unhappy workforce.
The four-day work week could be a great
option for some firms, but there are challenges. To be effective, everyone needs to
be working toward the same goals and have
aligned incentives. Otherwise, companies
could end up alienating employees who are
already struggling to connect with coworkers
and managers.
While the four-day workweek would be
a desirable benefit for many, it’s crucial for
companies to take a close look at whether
this policy is suitable for their business. One
practical approach is to trial the four-day
workweek, like the companies participating
in the 4 Day Week Global trial, to discover
the concrete results of implementing such
a change.

The Growing
Popularity of Earned
Wage Access

T

he Great Resignation has led to a
shortage of talent that is affecting
many companies. Unfortunately, according to global employment service provider
Randstad NV, this trend shows no sign of easing. Essentially, people are now prepared to
quit their job if they feel their needs aren’t being met.
It appears that many people aren’t happy in
their positions. In a poll conducted by Randstad,
83% of participants felt flexible hours were important, and 71% said the same about having
a flexible workplace. However, most stated that
they had no choice regarding where they could
work, while 40% felt they had no control over
their working hours.
As a result, many companies are trying to
find new ways to attract and retain employees.
One approach seeing a lot of traction is Earned
Wage Access (EWA).
What is Earned Wage Access?

With Earned Wage Access implemented employees are paid immediately instead of waiting
for the traditional payday. On-demand pay, as
it’s also known, means that employees accrue
income daily and can withdraw a certain percentage of their earnings.

continued on next page
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Of course, this means many companies
might need to update their payroll infrastructure, for implementing EWA manually could put
a lot of pressure on the payroll team.

But there are automated solutions. Companies like Payactiv, Branch, and Tapcheck
are offering systems that can easily integrate
with most payroll software. Such solutions
enable employees to check how much they
have earned and withdraw a percentage of
their earnings at any point without putting
stress on the payroll team.
The Benefits of Earned Wage
Access for Employees

Many Americans live paycheck to paycheck, and this was true even before the pandemic shut down the economy. A Federal Reserve report stated that over 35% of all adult
Americans would not be able to use their savings to cover an unexpected expense of $400.
What’s more, according to the 2021
MetLife Employee Benefits Trend Study, 86%
of employees cite finances as the most significant stressor in their lives, while 27% say work
productivity suffers because of financial woes.
Earned Wage Access could help many employees overcome these issues. They would
be able to access the money they earned as
they needed it, especially in case of unexpected expenses. Earned Wage Access cold
make payday loans with their high interest
rates obsolete, helping employees save money while reducing stress.
Employees could also get better control
of their finances. For example, they could

set their own pay dates to align with their
financial commitments, which would reduce
worry and improve their well-being.
Access to this tool could be via mobile
app, allowing employees to handle the entire procedure themselves. The payroll team
would save time, and employees would feel
more in control as they access their earnings
when they need it.
How Employers Would Benefit

According to a Harris Poll conducted for
Ceridian, an HR and payroll management
company, EWA would make it easier for companies to attract and retain talent. The polls

found that 79% of respondents said having
EWA would make them feel more valued,
while 78% said it would make them more
loyal to their employer.
Additionally, a Visa study found that 79%
of workers would be more willing to move to
an employer that already offers this benefit.
Likely additional benefits would be an increase in productivity and a reduction in absenteeism. Employees who feel in control of
their finances are less stressed and are more
motivated to come to work. Also, when an employee can see how a day of work affects their
earnings, they are more likely to be present.

more on next page
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Remote Working Still Among the Most
Desirable Employee Benefits

E

mployers are finding it increasingly difficult hto attract and
retain talent due to several factors, including the Great Resignation and demographic issues. The career insights platform
Lensa, though, has studied US search trends to figure out what
employees want.
At the top of the list is remote work, followed by a four-day workweek,
employee assistance programs, signing bonuses, and more. In other
words, employees want to be able to work from home, which is a benefit
more companies should consider offering.
The Advantages of Remote Work
In most cases, remote workers are more productive. For example, a
Stanford study found that performance increased 22% when employees
switched to remote work. A survey conducted by HR and workplace benefits consulting firm Mercer found that 94% of the 800 participating employers felt productivity was the same or even higher since the switch to
remote work.
The increase in productivity is likely owed to several factors, including the lack of a commute, the inability to engage in small talk with colleagues, and fewer distractions. However, it’s also a matter of a better
work-life balance. When working from home, people have more time for
their family and for the things they enjoy, thereby experiencing a higher
quality of life.
It also helps reduce costs as fewer on-site employees would require
less office space. This would reduce rental costs as well as other expenses, such as utilities, stationery, and other items related to office work.
According to Global Workplace Analytics, a company can save more

than $11,000 per year for every employee who spends half their time
working at home.
In addition, by offering remote work, employers gain access to a far
larger pool of talent. When employees can work from essentially anywhere in the world, employers employers are no longer limited by geographic considerations.
While remote work may be a highly desirable benefit for employees,
it offers employers so many advantages that it should become a priority.
Not only will companies save money, but they’ll also be able to access a
larger pool of talent and more easily attract and retain top employees.
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